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Visit our helpful website: http://store.acsouth.com
We have added more helpful information to this web page
for you, check it out today!

Top 10 Carpet Installs for 4/13
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Great job!
Canister Vacuums

Who will be in the Top
10 SQ YD report next
month?
Thank you for all the

hard work.

Magic Plan is an iOS app that lets you create floor plans in
a fast and fun way. Use the camera of your device and
while turning around, mark the corners of your space.
When you are finished, Magic Plan aggregates a floor plan!
With just a little practice you'll be capturing a room using
Magic Plan within a minute.
Customers now have the ability to bring in their measure
information by using Magic Plan.
The following formats are available to create your plan
JPG
PDF
WEB
DXF

Here are some of the benefits of using this mobile
application
•
•
•
•

Features/ Benefits of Vacuums
Carpet manufacturers recommend regular vacuuming of new
carpeting in order to refresh and renew the carpet fibers.
There are numerous styles of vacuums available. The
following features and benefits are available with the most
common.

Magic Plan now Available!

•
•
•
•

Comments or ideas please email acsnews@acsouth.com
Editor: Desiree Debiak

Customer can bring in better measurements for a
more accurate pre-quote in order to set up their
budgets
Sketching is faster and more accurate a measure
for a room and can be done in less than a minute
Room dimensions, labeling, and room layouts can
be notated
If things are a little “off” the app understands and
adjusts doorways to fit, etc. And you can go into
any room after the fact and quickly adjust the
sizes if something isn’t right, plus add windows,
closets, stairs, etc

Download this free application by searching for Magic Plan
on your smart phone.

Canister vacuums often provide better suction than upright
models and generally last longer. The long metal hoses
found on canister vacuums work well for cleaning upholstery,
stairs and draperies and even reach under sofas and beds.
Some canister models offer a hard surface setting that turns
the beater bar off, which is an important feature if you want
to clean hardwood or tile floors because the beater bar may
dent or damage these surfaces. One drawback to canister
vacuums is that they may seem more cumbersome to use
than uprights. The vacuum bags are small, requiring frequent
replacement.
Upright Vacuums
Upright vacuums range from lightweight models priced under
$100 to heavy-duty machines that cost well over $1,000.
Upright vacuums are easy to use and clean carpets well.
They may have a hose with attachments for cleaning stairs
and upholstery. Some models have a bagless, cyclone
vacuum system that eliminates the need for vacuum bags,
although the collection cup must be emptied. Uprights vary in
their cleaning ability and may lose suction over time.
Additionally, they may not have a setting for hard surfaces.
The attachment hoses are often flimsy and short.
Wet/Dry Vacuums
Wet/dry vacuums, sometimes known as shop vacs, handle
bulky materials or wet spills that would ruin an ordinary
vacuum. These machines have a large canister with no bag.
The nozzle attachment simply vacuums up anything in its
path, including sawdust, drywall scraps and litter from your
car. Since these vacuums don't have a bag or seal, they tend
to be dusty, and their size makes them impractical for indoor
use. Keep one in the garage or shop for cleaning up big
spills.
Steam Vacuums and Carpet Extractors
Tired of hiring someone to clean your carpet every six
months? These machines offer a cost effective way of doing
it yourself. They range in price from $120 up to $300 or
more. Some models offer a rinsing feature to help rinse
some of the shampoo from the carpet. Other models can do
some types of smooth flooring as well. The best advice I can
give you about steam vacuums is to be wary of how much
water and solution you are putting into the carpet. If you
over-saturate your carpet, drying time will increase. Be sure
to run clean hot water through the machine when you are
finished. This will keep the solution lines inside the machine
from being clogged with soap residue.

